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December 18, 2017
Marc Sklenka
Senior Director, Project Management
Colliers International
135 New Road
Madison, CT 06443
Phone: 860-395-0055
Email: marc.sklenka@colliers.com
RE: Academy School, Madison, CT - Request for Proposals
Dear Mr. Sklenka:
RAL Development Services LLC (RAL) is pleased to convey our proposal and associated
offer for the redevelopment opportunity of the Academy School in Madison, CT. We
have studied the RFP and have used our creative resources to envision a project which
is visually compelling, encompassing sound urban planning strategies, to enhance the
existing fabric of the Town and integrate with the community while, laying out a process
that brings the greatest value to the town, returning the land to the tax rolls ensuring a
revenue stream in perpetuity for the town.
We thank you for your consideration of our response and look forward to working with
you moving forward. We are available to answer any questions at 212-748-7900 x
2186.

Very Truly Yours,

Spencer Levine for RAL Development Services, LLC

RESPONDENT QUALIFICATIONS

Background
RAL Development Services respectfully submits this response to the Town of
Madison’s request for proposal dated October 23, 2017 for the redevelopment of
the Academy School property located on School Street.
RAL was established in 1979 as an architectural and consulting firm servicing small
regional to large international clients. The company quickly grew to develop and
manage projects for its own account, as well as third party development clients
throughout the United States and internationally. From its inception, RAL has
nurtured its roots as a design, planning, and engineering based organization,
whose philosophy and execution has been fine-tuned into a sophisticated and
collaborative process for design and construction through over 30 years of
development.
As a family owned and operated firm, now in its third generation, RAL’s
commitment to family spreads beyond the nuclear, fostering development within
its staff and management creating an extended family culture of commitment to
service, innovation, and efficiency for its partners and clients. Having grown up in
the construction industry in New York, Robert Levine, CEO and President, a trained
architect, started RAL with the intent of forming an innovative organization
composed of talented people dedicated to their profession. At the same time
that RAL utilizes current and cutting edge technologies, it adheres to the ideology
that there is no equipment or software that replaces ingenuity, creativity, passion,
and leadership. Guided by a team of experienced professionals, RAL has built
strong partnerships with support providers, financial institutions, and construction
companies internationally and works to reinforce these relationships each and
every day. RAL prides itself on the fact that the core management and staff of
the organization has been with the company for 20+ years.
Capabilities
Capitalizing on diverse backgrounds, RAL has become known for maintaining the
highest standards in all of their projects, while maintaining budget and schedule.
The RAL network of affiliate companies is seamlessly linked together by a shared
database and a state-of-the-art modeling, integration, and management
system, enabling RAL to offer a full range of services “in house,” including
architecture, interior design, engineering, brokerage, property management,
acquisitions, financial advisory services, landscape architecture, risk
management, hospitality consulting, and other construction related services. This
distinctive “one-stop shop” approach minimizing the administrative and control
issues that are typical of complex redevelopment projects like the Academy
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School site. RAL’s focus on providing comprehensive services using today’s
technology paired with bespoke vision, care, and personal attention, has proven
itself unique in a field of corporate providers.
RAL’s guiding principle centers on a creative, rational, and smart growth planning
based-team approach, dedicated to coordination, management, and
implementation of innovative technical and aesthetic solutions within the
complex fabric of development. The company’s dedication to innovation,
service, relationships, and communication is what truly distinguishes our team from
other developers and has allowed it to excel in the building and sequencing
complex projects with demanding partners (public and private) and clients. As
a result, the firm enjoys a rare reputation as a reliable, innovative, and fully
integrated provider, committed to excellence and the success of its projects. As
a nationally recognized developer with an expertise in adaptive reuse having
completed some of the largest residential conversions in the country, we have
established the financial relationships and resources that affords the Town the
assurance that the Academy School project will be completed.
Similar Projects
RAL and its affiliates have successfully implemented many adaptive reuse
projects throughout the country totaling more than 3,000,000 square feet,
including the adaptive reuse of multiple buildings of similar vintage to the
academy School into residential uses. Our team is well aware of and understands
the complexities of designing and building within an envelope and structure that
was built during a very different time and often purpose built much like the
Academy School was. Dating back to RAL’s earliest days when the company
undertook the adaptive reuse of a firehouse on Long Island into our first corporate
headquarters in 1980, to the development of the Lowell school in Colorado
Springs as part of the Lowel neighborhood, to the conversion of the 400,000sf
Levitt State office building in downtown Manhattan into a mixed use retail,
commercial, and residential property through a sealed bid with New York State,
our team has the experience and commitment to responsibly reuse and deliver
the Academy School building and grounds for its next chapter of life.
Projects like; our conversion of the +1,000,000sf 360 Furman Street in Brooklyn
Bridge Park from an industrial hub into 438 luxury condominiums, or our
redevelopment of the core of the Telluride Mountain Village in to a hotel,
residential and recreational complex, and, our development of Pier 6 on the
Brooklyn waterfront into a combination of luxury housing and affordable rental,
stand as examples of how our team can work with governmental and quasigovernmental groups to redevelop properties in a complex urban environment
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to realize projects that meet the requirements of the community while achieving
both the financial and planning goals of the municipality.
Our Commitment to the Town of Madison

RAL is known for our personal commitment to the projects that we participate in,
this is especially true for our commitment to the Town of Madison. RAL’s principals
have continuously owned and occupied four residences in Madison, caring
deeply for maintaining and preserving the picturesque aesthetic and quality
community life that the town affords. In addition, RAL’s affiliate design and
architecture firm, CDA has designed and completed five homes within the town
of Madison both for RAL and third-party clients.
DEVELOPMENT VISION

The Academy School and its location proximate to the town center, the green
and residential neighborhoods, presents an important opportunity for the Town of
Madison and its partner developer to
create a link between these
landmark
civic
nodes
and
neighborhoods, while returning a
large swath of town land to the tax
rolls. In plan view, it becomes clear
that the angled orientation of School
Street and the almost mirrored
orientation of Britton Lane, were
intended to provide a “funnel like”
configuration, effectively drawing
people from the Town center to the
east and the residential areas to the west into the civic center of the Town green.
This concept was only strengthened by the Town’s commitment to the “Madison
Town Green Connector” and Town center streetscape improvements over the
last year. The prominence of the Academy School structure and the adjacent
structures serves as an organizing feature of the Town green and a center for civic
life. RAL understands and appreciates the importance of the Town green to the
residents of Madison and the surrounding communities as a center for events,
fairs, concerts and other civic gatherings and the importance of responsible
development of the surrounding land at the Academy School. To this end RAL
spent time during the preparation of this RFP response to analyze and further
understand the structure of the town’s spaces and propose smart growth
development solutions that are additive and not degenerative to the historic
organization of these civic spaces, reinforcing civic experiences and framing the
existing historic framework.
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Adaptive Re-Use and Contextually Appropriate Expansion

RAL envisions a phased development scenario beginning with the
redevelopment of the existing Academy school and immediate grounds. RAL’s
experience with the renovation and adaptive reuse of early 20th century
structures, positions our organization well to purchase the academy school and
deliver it as a noteworthy example of preservation on the shoreline. We have
reviewed the base information provided during the RFP process, and while
additional information and due diligence would be required, we can confidently
say that the school can be redeveloped to benefit the fabric of Madison and
return it to the tax rolls creating a revenue stream in perpetuity. We envision a
creative adaptive reuse of the existing 1921-1936 school building, which respects
and enhances the existing envelope to facilitate new residential condominium
apartments and amenities. The interior of the building would be demised to
maximize light and air into the units and support a variety of unit types from 1
bedroom apartments through multi-bedroomduplex units taking advantage of
the semi recessed basement. It is important to note that the Academy school
currently contains significant environmental hazards in the form of asbestos
containing materials and lead. Buildings of this vintage often contain these
hazardous materials, but not to the extent found in the Academy school where
there is even asbestos in the mortar used throughout the original structure’s
masonry construction. Redeveloping this structure for any use requires a
substantial financial commitment and a development / consultant team that is
familiar with the proper abatement and mitigation techniques.
Diversifying the Housing Stock

The successful growth and sustainability of towns and neighborhoods can often
be linked to a town’s ability to provide a diverse housing stock within a walkable
environment, leveraging existing transportation, infrastructure, and adjacencies.
The RAL development scenario as proposed in this RFP response envisions the
Academy School property adjacent to the existing building as an opportunity to
create such a mix, enhancing the current apartment stock in town while providing
townhouses which transition between the village and ‘rural’ building forms along
Academy Street and Bradley Road. Though we would need additional technical
documentation on the site to confirm and commit, RAL using the information
available, has conducted an initial analysis of the property and has determined
that the existing topographic conditions and street frontages present an
opportunity for townhouse development conforming to the existing scale of the
neighborhood and bridging the density between the redevelopment of the
School building and the residential neighborhoods to the north.
These
townhouses would represent the subsequent phases of the project following or
coincident with the redevelopment of the existing building depending on market
demand and response. RAL contemplates defining the public streetscape with
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low rise scale development extending the sense of human scale that exists
throughout the Madison town center and prioritizing the pedestrian over
vehicular access and parking. The streetscape would be improved with traffic
calming measures, new paving surfaces for pedestrian circulation and plantings,
building on the guidelines and principals set by the town for the “Madison Town
Green Connector.” Parking would be primarily located within the buildings for
residents to further enhance the pedestrian experience minimizing the cars at
grade. A landscape buffer would be created between the public realm and the
development circulation and construction, to enhance the public experience
along Academy and Bradley streets while minimizing the impact of the
development. Streetscape and landscape architecture would be additive to the
architecture and evoke the coastal New England aesthetic.
Project Size and Scope

RAL anticipates overall improvements of in excess $30,000,000 for the overall
project, creating approximately 20 units within the existing rehabilitated and
reused school structure, and 24 new townhomes requiring site infrastructure to
support their occupancy. RAL feels strongly that the adaptive reuse of the
structure will retain the historic character of the property and allow for an orderly
transition of the site from its former use to residential use. While maintaining the
existing structure adds significant costs to the overall project our experience in
adaptive reuse supports the additional investment to create a project that will
complement the Town Green and the town’s goals. In addition the benefits to
the town include but are not limited to; the revitalization of the area, a signature
project by a nationally recognized developer, the addition of approximately 44
residential units to the town’s tax rolls creating a significant revenue source in
perpetuity.
The work that the Town of Madison has done to date in defining the overall
selection, planning, and development process has set the groundwork for the
successful implementation of a project that can serve as a critical civic node and
neighborhood knuckle to the Town. RAL has successfully completed or is currently
implementing many public/private developments in several states. Some of
these projects include a ground up new urbanist community infill project in
Colorado Springs, Colorado, a dense infill community with a large diversity of
housing types also in Colorado Springs, a Luxury Hotel and residence including
extensive public amenities in Telluride, Colorado, two residential high rise buildings
on the Brooklyn waterfront in Brooklyn Bridge Park providing both public amenities
and diverse housing types, and a 4-acre mixed use infill development in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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While we envision a structure where RAL would purchase the property described
above, “as is,” accounting for the existing conditions and environmental
requirements, returning it to the tax role, we see this as a public private
development partnership to design and execute an appropriate development
that all parties can be proud of and supports the existing and future success of
the Town of Madison. RAL has extensive experience with public private
developments, which we see as an important element of the Academy School
development opportunity. We believe in a community based urban planning
strategy when considering a development, working closely with stakeholders and
local decision makers to ensure that the development is economically feasible,
environmentally sustainable, and, most importantly, fulfills the needs of the local
participants.
Sustainability

RAL has and continues to pursue sustainability as a priority mission in all of our
developments. Currently RAL has over $500,000,000 of construction ongoing
that is pursuing LEED Silver certification or higher and another $300,000,000 of
construction that is tracking to LEED, and focusing on not only incorporating
sustainability as a primary design goal, but enhancing and improving user and
resident experiences within the building with a focus on biophilia. We intend to
pursue sustainable design and construction practices on the Academy School
project with an emphasis on material specification, space planning and
potentially alternative energies. We feel that these improvements to design and
development are not to be implemented out of “necessity of code” but rather
as an improvement and best engineering and design commitment.
Summary of Financial Terms(OFFER)
In consideration for the property, RAL emphasizes the significant costs associated
with the adaptive reuse of this existing structure, whether demolition or reuse, the
structure brings to the project extraordinary costs of abatement which are
precedent to any demolition or reuse. While an inexperienced approach would
be to demolish the existing building, RAL feels strongly that the adaptive reuse of
the structure will retain the historic character of the property and allow for an
orderly transition of the site from its former use to residential use. These costs in our
analysis are to be applied against the unimproved land value, which in addition
to our development costs (hard and soft) form the basis of the project cost and
potential sales income. The cost associated with providing the required site
utilities and infrastructure to an otherwise undeveloped site for the construction of
the 24 townhomes is also factored into the valuation. When considering
construction costs and the Madison market comparables for a product of this
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nature, those values limit the amount that can be paid for the land and existing
building when recognizing the abnormal costs of development related to the
selective demolition / abatement.
This being said the completion and introduction of approximately 44 units of
housing and the associated ongoing taxing benefits to the Town in perpetuity is
recognition for the Town’s efforts to realize the financial benefit of this sale. RAL is
further prepared to offer as a good faith recognition, a one time payment at sale
of the property of $150,000 to illustrate our commitment to the mutual goals of the
Town and RAL to foster a first class development in the Town of Madison.
Up Front Payment: $150,000.00
Real Estate Taxes: All premises shall be taxed in conformance with local
assessment and real estate Tax values within 2 years of the completion of the
phase 1 development or at conveyance to the secondary unit after closing.
Transfer Tax/Recording Tax: The Town shall continue to benefit from transfer tax,
recording tax, and any other costs for real estate transactions levied by the town
upon conveyance to the secondary user/resident and in perpetuity.
Revenue Sharing Potential: In addition to the upfront payment for the property
and the substantial tax revenue that will be generated from the development,
RAL is prepared to offer the Town of Madison the opportunity to share in the
successful sellout of both the townhouse and condominium units that are part of
our project. While our team is underwriting the average sellout at $500 per square
foot, we believe that there is a distinct possibility that the sellout could be higher.
To that end, we are proposing a sales participation of 15% of the additional
income should the total average sellout exceed $700 per square foot. Based on
our pro forma, this would translate to additional payouts to the Town of
Madison as
follows:
Total Average
Sellout:
Additional
Revenue to the
Town of Madison:

$700

$725

$750

$775

$800

$0

$353,325

$706,650

$1,059,975

$1,413,300

While the base case scenario for development looks at a property wide
development including the adaptive reuse of the existing school building and the
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development of the adjacent fields to provide the greatest financial benefit
upfront to the Town of Madison, RAL would consider a development opportunity
that only includes the redevelopment of the existing building and some adjacent
property to accommodate off street parking. This scenario could be explored at
the Town’s choosing with additional consideration and modified economics as it
preserves the public use and accessibility of the sports fields and playground
behind the existing building as publicly owned land. As this is the minimal
development scenario with the least amount of impact on the public open
space, resulting in the smallest amount of development area this scenario only
accounts for residential development and associated amenity uses.
PROFESSIONAL REFERENCES
RAL envisions a comprehensive team of professionals, both internal and
commissioned consultants, to compliment an overall vision for the Academy
School site. The team will encompass local and national participants ensuring
that the development delivers on the full potential of the site, while still fulfilling the
goals, requirements, and expectations of the Town of Madison. Below please find
a selection of professional references that can speak to the RAL team and our
project experience:
David Lowin
Brooklyn Bridge Park
334 Furman Street
Brooklyn, New York
(718)724-6430
Joe Kennedy
Vice President, Asset Management, EPR Properties
909 Walnut Suite 200
Kansas City MO, 64113
joek@eprkc.com
(816)472-1700
Matthew McClure, Esquire
Partner, Ballard Spahr, LLP
1735 Market Street, 51st Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19103-7599
(215)864-8771
John Fish
Chairman & CEO, Suffolk Construction
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